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I. The Board Should Exclude Paragraphs 33-159 of Exhibit 2001, 
Paragraphs 33-149 of Exhibit 2011, and Paragraphs 4-10 and 35-458 of 
Exhibit 2012 as Unreliable Expert Testimony 

Patent Owner wrongly argues Petitioner originally objected to Dr. 

Schubert’s qualifications as an expert only as to doping issues. Paper 39 at 1. 

Petitioner objected to Dr. Schubert because he lacked significant experience with 

“LDD Si MOSFET devices” and “designing and making LDD Si MOSFET 

devices,” highlighting that the vast majority of his experience was “with III-V 

compound semiconductors and light-emitting devices.” Paper 16 at 3. Petitioner’s 

obviousness challenges focus on device-isolation structures for silicon MOSFETs, 

and do not implicate doping (nor do Dr. Schubert’s opinions). 

After Petitioner objected to Dr. Schubert’s lack of relevant experience, 

Patent Owner imagined Dr. Schubert “would have . . . explained” his experience 

with STI had Petitioner asked different questions. Paper 39, at 5-7. Dr. Schubert 

had every opportunity to explain his alleged expertise during his deposition, but he 

could not articulate any experience with STI other than a general awareness of it. 

EX1056 at 67:18-71:14. 

Patent Owner now tries to supplement the record (Paper 39, at 5-7), but it is 

too late to amend his CV, and Patent Owner has no right to invent testimony from 

its expert that Petitioner cannot explore while he is under oath. In addition, the 

“experience” Patent Owner seeks to add is noteworthy for its shallowness. Patent 
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Owner points to two projects in Dr. Schubert’s CV centered on “demonstration” of 

doping results, but the mere fact the ICs in these demonstrations included LOCOS 

or trench isolation does not mean Dr. Schubert had any expertise in device 

isolation. Even with Patent Owner’s supplementation, Dr. Schubert is unqualified 

to opine on the substitutability of STI for LOCOS isolation in silicon MOSFET 

devices.2 

II. The Board Should Exclude Exhibits 2002-2010, 2013-2019, 2026-2030, 
2032, and 2033 as Irrelevant 

A. Exhibits 2002, 2003, 2004, 2032, and 2033 are Irrelevant 

Patent Owner argues that exhibits 2002, 2003, 2004, 2032, and 2033 are 

relevant to a particular method of polishing (CMP) (Paper 39, at 8-9), but the ’174 

patent explains how to use other planarization methods besides CMP to make the 

claimed structures, as Petitioner explained (Paper 29, at 7 n.4) and Patent Owner 

failed to address. Additionally, in the substantive briefing, Patent Owner never 

cited Exhibit 2002 or 2003, and efforts to explain their relevance now is improper 

                                           
2 Patent Owner’s accusation that Petitioner misrepresented the record (see 

Paper 39, at 2) is baseless. Petitioner properly supported its statement by citing 

seven paragraphs of Petitioner’s expert declaration (EX1057, at ¶¶ 83-89), as well 

as passages of the Petition (Paper 2, at 21, 70) defining an obviating structure that 

IPB failed to address in its Response. 
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supplemental briefing the Board should ignore. Exhibits 2002, 2003, 2004, 2032, 

and 2033 should be excluded. 

B. Exhibits 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2013, 2014, 2015, 
2016, 2017, 2018, and 2019 are Irrelevant 

Patent Owner argues it cited Exhibits 2005-10 and 2013-19 to show 

“semiconductor manufacture is highly complex.” Paper 39 at 9-10. Petitioner, 

though, made a different point in its objections, which is that these exhibits have 

nothing to do with the central issue in this case, substituting STI for LOCOS 

isolation in the Lee and Lowrey device structures. See, e.g., Paper 29, at 7-10. 

Whether semiconductor technology in all its manifold forms is “complex” has 

nothing to do with Petitioner’s specific obviousness combinations. Exhibits 2005-

10 and 2013-19 provide no evidence a POSITA would have had difficulty making 

a straight-forward substitution of STI for LOCOS isolation, and Patent Owner does 

not argue they do. These exhibits are more likely to waste the Board’s time and 

confuse issues than assist the Board in deciding the salient issues, so the Board 

should exclude them. 

C. Exhibit 2026, 2027, 2028, 2029, and 2030 are Irrelevant 

Patent Owner submitted Exhibits 2026-30 to show SEM was a standard 

technique in 1995. Paper 39 at 10-12. This is irrelevant because even Patent Owner 

does not argue the claims require or are limited to any particular visualization 

technique. See Paper 21 at 40-41. 
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